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Abstract 
In this paper a new product rating approach for mathematically and graphically analyzing sales of same type of products from 

different manufactures and with most frequent combination of items  is proposed. In product sales market there is no specific 

rating   for  product  of  same type and combination of product purchasing pattern. By this we retrieve the best combination of 

products with mathematically rating. By this rating and pattern we can make graphical representation of rating and combination 

of product of same type  to compare them with other . Data mining provide more abstract knowledge to analyze business 

functionalities with retail product data. The purpose of product is to  fulfill need of customer , based upon it there are different 

company makes product of same type , by analyzing it mathematically best one can be calculated thing such as customer 

satisfaction , product efficiency , popularity among them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This system is useful tool for giving product rating within 

same type of products e.g. Camera ( Sony , Canon etc)  and 

finding the product which are sold together using web 

mining. Data mining of sales data gives  frequent pattern of 

same type of product sales. It is like market basket analysis 

within same type of products and by representing this data 

graphically we get easily and quickly view type of customer. 

So we can target the customers which will increases sales 

and profit of organization. 
 

Knowing the rating of product that will attract more 

customers to purchase product and make decision quickly to 

buy products. 

 

2. MULTIDATABASE 

Multidatabase is collection of multiple databases. These 

databases are from different location and sources. We 

collect these data in the form of sales report. We use 

multidatabase mining for knowledge discovery and   make 

decision according to improve sales .Consider eg. of 

shopping mall,Big bazaar  etc. There are thousands of data 

transactions from different sources and locations, for this 
purpose we use multi database. 

 

3. DATA MINING METHODS 

3.1 Problem Statement 

Suppose a customer A enters into the shop and customer 

sees product X,Y.Z. Customer buy product Y, because of 

previous frequent buying of product Y by other customers. 

But by this we can’t get the knowledge of behavior of 

customer A from database. 

3.2 Economical Issue 

The Indian economy is rely on food and other basic product 

consumerism services.  As companies product are targeted 

by end users the sales data will indicate the variation of food 

services and automotive. Better the sale, Better the 

economy. So in future there is no recession occurs. The 

research is done on retail business and still are going on but 

it is not enough to meet the goal of organization and others. 

Some companies makes large production of particular based 

on customer rating and sales rating. 
 

We are using the following algorithm. 

 

3.2.1 Apriori Algorithm 

Apriori algorithm is used for finding frequent patterns in 

database. It uses the database and association rule result to 

generate patterns. 

 

3.2. Association Rule 

It is an important data mining model studied widely by the 

database and data mining. Useful for finding frequent 

patterns, associations, or casual structures among sets of 

items. It searches for interesting relationships among items 

in a given data set. To give ratings to the products following 

rules are used i.e. finding the confidence level of product 
from database. 

1. Individual products purchased by total number of 

customers. 

2. Overall sales of each products. 

3. By this get the product sold in increasing manner. 

4. Association of pattern of product sold together. 
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4. EXISTING SYSTEM 

In existing system, the organization only has the production 

report. In this report, we get the information about the 

quantity of products that are sold on daily basis. But as new 

customers come in market, they don’t have an idea of which 

product to be picked from the collection of products of the 

same type. Thus the customer picks random products and 
after using it if person does not find it efficient and this is 

the drawback of existing system. 

 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our System, we takes the rating from the user and also 

Generate rating from system by taking this further we 

calculate the average mathematical rating for a particular 

product. 

 

We also see which product sales more in the particular 

categories , by using above both behavior of customer and 

sales report we can give recommendation  to the future 

customers and it will be very helpful to them for buying the 
products. 

 

The implementation of our project will be go through 

several steps in which there are following entities 

 

5.1 Entities 

1. Admin:-Authenticate the user and manages the database. 

2. User:- Purchase the product and give the rating. 

3. Sales Report:- we get the information about profit or loss 

of Company. 

4. Product Report:-we get the information about the 

behavior of purchasing  a product and its rating. 

 

5.2 Entities Working in System 

The entities working shows how the information flowing in 
system. This system  consist of 4 level of system work 

which show different functionality of system and we also 

get to know about the output coming from the input data. 

 

5.2.1 Admin and Users Relation 

In this ,we have two entities namely admin and user. In 

which admin manages the user, product and also manages 

stores. User first have to register and then login in the 

system. Afterwards  he can view the products and if he have 

interest then he can purchase the products. 

 

5.2.2 Admin Management 

In this process, admin manages the product, sales and 

inventory tables . Admin can view Product report 

monthly/yearly based upon the rating of customers. 
 

5.2.3 Admin Manages Product 

In this process, Admin can add or delete products from 

product table. and also he can view the products and its 

rating . 

 

5.2.3 Admin Manages Sales 

In this process, admin can do the work such as add sales  

and he can view quantity of sales product purchased by the 

customer and get the  sales report. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this project we provide Product Retail Rating Items 

algorithm, to identify the products rating by preprocessing 

the sales data with minimum threshold using Association 
rule and rank the products. As an illustration, a sample 

Apriori operation research problem with customized data 

has been illustrated and solved based on the algorithm. 
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